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W elcome to The Bounce Life Freestyle Fitness Program. Our team is aiming to provide all of our 
athletes and coaches with a Complete Pathway to Success! This Complete pathway includes a 
comprehensive Fitness Program for All Ages!  

Greg Roe, the Freestyle Trampoline AssociaHon’s Head Coach, has a University background in Kinesiology 
and has pracHcal experience as a cerHfied personal trainer, Level 3 NCCP CerHficaHon and has worked 
with Olympic athletes in a wide variety of acrobaHc acHon sports, as well as the Canadian Olympic Sports 
Center.  

Paul Kaye is a leading expert in Rebound Therapy which specializes in acrobaHc and trampoline based 
training to all populaHons, including the special needs community. Together, Greg, Paul and the whole 
Bounce Life Team will be simplifying fitness into simple easy-to-understand concepts that anyone can 
understand instead of geTng lost in calorie counHng and specific training modaliHes that are primarily 
results oriented and do not focus on having their community members simply falling in love with 
Movement itself.  The Bounce Life is about being comfortable with your body by learning how to move in 
complex ways but in a safe ‘Degree-By-Degree’ manner. 

Athletes come in all shapes and sizes, and even though biology runs on the same set of principals, there 
are sHll many ways to customize your training to keep it fresh. The rules of Biology will give you a guiding 
pathway as you develop your fitness and nutriHonal program. Even by following the physiology, there is 
sHll a lot of CustomizaHons you can do to make your next workout more tailored to your personal goals 
aligned with what style of body movements you actually enjoy doing. 

As a Licensee in this program you will be given an ‘Opera'onal Manual’ to help you set up your Bounce 
Life fitness program, including:  
  

1) An outline of Human Anatomy 

2) A walkthrough of Human Physiology and Biology  

3) Exercise PrescripAon Booklet  

4) Access To Online Library Of Customized Workouts 

5) Exercise Work Book  

6) PromoAonal & MarkeAng Materials  

7) Bounce Life NutriAonal Program  

8) Bounce Life Merchandise 

9) Discounts To ALL GRT EducaAonal Resources 

10) Discounts To ALL Rebound Therapy Resources  

With our Unique ‘AcrobaHc-based’ Fitness Program, we hope to not just inspire young athletes to take 
control over their lifestyles, but also to give ALL Adults an acrobaHc Experience as well. Our program has 
been strongly influenced by acrobats all over the world from different acrobaHc disciplines such as 
Circus, Parkour and GymnasHcs to name just a few. Now adults of all ages can Join the Bounce Life and 
experience what it is like being an acrobat in a safe way.  
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Get Started On The “Perfect” Fitness & Nutritional Program? 
There is no “Perfect” Program and as menHoned earlier, the goal really is to get into a rhythm and on a 
pathway to success that just takes one step at a Hme. The first steps someone should take when looking 
to reacHvate their body is to have fun. There are so many modaliHes of movement that I wouldn’t even 
consider thinking about starHng an “Exercise” program. This word, “Exercise” tends to create a sense of 
DUTY to oneself and I believe this is the WRONG WAY TO START. Instead, you should be exploring 
different modes of moving, that are not just exercise based!  

Here is a simple example: If you love chariHes you could encourage a few friends to do a walkathon or a 
marathon for the cause. If you are able to go through that marathon (even just walking) and you do it 
with your friends, enjoying the day and feeling good about contribuHng to society, you are more likely to 
do it again.  It will give you an incenHve to train for the next one. Maybe you and your friends celebrate 
with a few drinks aberwards and that is ok if that social bonding experience was powerful enough since 
you will be more likely to do it again, compared to just forcing yourself into an Exercise Program. Maybe 
the next Hme you do not have a beer aber, or you go a bit faster meaning you burn more calories than 
the first marathon. It is all a ‘step in the right direcHon.’ 

The real key is that you are NOT entering an exercise program, you are entering into a moHvaHonal and 
social pa$ern that is MUCH more likely to be replicated the following week. Once you get more intense 
with your acHvity you will naturally start pushing yourself because you will already be seeing the results,  
moHvaHng you for more. This is a good thing to remember when looking for new clients for your Bounce 
Life program. If you can create a social circle or a community around it, they will be more likely to 
conHnue with it long term.  

If you create a natural program that includes your social circles, family members, social beliefs you are 
not ‘giving up’ an abernoon off in front of the TV, you are instead engaging in something that is 
meaningful to you with the people in your life that bring you meaning. From there, one thing will lead to 
another and with some gentle reminders from professionals and friends, you will be on a path to success 
without even thinking of it like an Exercise program. Now it is just an improved lifestyle that you always 
wanted. 

Developing Stricter Fitness Programs 
That first iniHal ‘socializaHon’ stage will be required for the first few weeks (maybe more) but once you 
have a regular new habit, you will naturally start geTng somewhat compeHHve. It is natural for people 
to compete against each other and themselves and this is when I would start puTng some basic metrics 
on your training. I would suggest starHng with more Abstract Measurements however compared to a 
staHsHcal analysis.  
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Use ‘loosely’ staHsHcal and mostly subjecHve measurements such as:  

1) Did I go for longer without a break since last Hme?  
2) How easy was it go moHvate myself to go to the gym compared to 2 Weeks Ago? 
3) Could I have done more by the end of the class? 
4) How many new friends did I make this week? 
5) How happy did I feel learning that new move in my Bounce Life Training?  

These quesHons are less invasive than hardcore staHsHcal answers that come in most Fitness Programs. 
These quesHons ask you to compare your ideas about your involvement in the program. If you are 
answering “No” to these quesHons within the first few weeks then you know you need to keep looking. 
There are so many ways to exercise the body and the mind that if the first ‘wave’ of experimental 
exercise programming doesn’t do it for you, then you should look for another opHon.  In this way, you 
need to offer your customers several different types of classes that account for this. 

As a gym or park owner, you goal is to have your customers or athletes all fall in love with your program 
FIRST no ma$er where it is, what it is and who you do it with. Then the results and the metrics will come 
and you will encourage it, rather than ‘put up with it.’ 

How Serious Should You Really Be? 
Many of you will naturally take a few weeks to a few months to get into a program because you have to 
modify a lot of ‘tradiHonal’ lifestyle behaviours you have already done for a long Hme so ease into it and 
make it fun first. Fun creates the moHvaHon for a be$er Lifestyle despite how conscienHous people think 
they are. Do not ‘bank’ on your conscienHousness or you may just end up guilHng yourself into a Lifestyle 
you only pretend to want. Over Hme that unravels with worse consequences than a few extra pounds.  

A lot of research has been done on conscienHousness, showing the link between highly conscienHous 
people and guilt. Many people who seem to have a duty in life and a life mission tend to have guilt over 
something from their past. This guilt can be good because it does in fact compel you to sHck to a 
structure and keep persevering down potenHally very rough pathways. This gives you a sense of 
moHvaHon and the results keep affirming that that pathway for you. This is why some people will say 
discipline creates moHvaHon, not the other way around.  The truth is that they are actually being 
moHvated first to then do the disciplined behaviour aber due to guilt in one form or another. 

If your pathway is leading you to cure cancer or develop some life-saving technology due to a past guilt 
from a hurt loved one, then even though it can be stressful for that individual, it could be be$er for 
everyone. However, if your guilt is not even in your control and you constantly beat yourself up for a 
ghost then it can have negaHve affects with none of the upsides.  

Of course there is a range and somewhere in the middle is probably best where you can have fun and 
enjoy the social benefits of the Bounce Lifestyle, as well as ‘test’ yourself in a healthy way on a 
somewhat regular basis. For the average person looking for a new fitness program, most likely you will 
be looking for a less invasive plan of a$ack where you can take on this program, one step at a Hme.  
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They say it takes two weeks to create a habit, and that is what you are trying to do so give yourself the 
Hme to get into a system and new way of thinking. You can develop the program as you go and get more 
serious about it as you go and in many ways there is no ‘Time Limit’ to geTng on a program. The average 
person geTng into a fitness program should take their Hme and fall in love with it and slowly introduce it 
to their day-to-day life.  

Remember, if you are reading this thinking you need to get up and acHve, you have already told yourself 
that you are not 100% moHvated to be fit for the sake of being fit, or you would have already been doing 
that. If that is you, then do NOT feel guilty about taking a slower approach. Just make sure the path you 
do choose for your fitness program is one that goes at your pace and in these circumstances having 
friends and family accompany you in one way or another will be extra important compared to the hyper-
vigilant conscienHous people.  

Time To Get Serious 
What about those Hyper-Vigilant people though? What should they do? I suggest you record your 
workouts and create a monthly Hme table that arHculates your program, your nutriHon and measures 
your goals along the pathway. I would look at a fitness program as a YEAR LONG program. This may seem 
like a long Hme to plan ahead but what it does is make you realize that you are not in a “Make It or Break 
It” situaHon. You are in fact in a developmental situaHon.  

This could be because of a million reasons that include completely valid reasons as well as many creaHve 
forms of denial. If you lose your job and spend every waking second geTng a new employer then it is 
reasonable to put the new Fitness Program aside for the Hme being (maybe you even walk to as many 
interviews as possible). If however you are always finding yourself hanging at the bar and never get to 
the spin class then maybe you should start thinking that you never really wanted to do the spin class.  

In The Bounce Life program, we have many tools for you serious fitness enthusiasts so you can track and 
measure your success as you go, but make sure before you ‘Go All in,’ that that is what you truly want or 
you will just waste your Hme and money trying new supplements and signing up for new programs that 
you never see all the way through that can add up quickly.  

This is why The Bounce Life is about incorporaHng fitness into a love of acrobaHcs which takes away the 
‘seriousness’ of the Lifestyle Change. Please see our addiHonal tools and resources for program planning, 
but remember, if you are truly in a flow state with your program, the metrics really are secondary since 
you will simple FEEL good as you do the program. If you are ALL ABOUT the metrics, you are probably 
more on the conscienHous side which is fine if you truly love the plan you are on but make sure you take 
the Hme to think to yourself and be honest with your metrics to know which metrics are really for you.  
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Dietary Recommendations 
Keeping It Simple:  

Before you start your customers on to their Bounce Life journey, we would like to discuss nutriHonal 
needs. Having a good NutriHonal Program is very easy despite what big words experts throw around to 
try and fool you.  

The world is full of different types of nutrients that ulHmately grow out of the Earth in one form or 
another. The opHons are pracHcally endless and it is my hope that throughout this program, fitness 
enthusiasts as well as individuals who are simply looking to get acHve again will get inspired to join the 
Bounce Life and not feel it is something they HAVE to do, but something they GET to do.  

Many studies sHck people into MRI machines and try to link acHvity in one part of the brain to an enHre 
human’s behaviour regarding their nutriHonal habits. The problem with this approach is that it doesn’t 
look at the BIG PICTURE and just assumes one measurement means one thing which in the case of the 
brain is NEVER True. So instead of going to the next NutriHonal Guru, let’s simplify nutriHon to what it 
really is aber all the studies and fancy words are taken out.   
 

NutriHon is simply about having a healthy balance of different types of food on a monthly basis. Thats it! 
Pick food you enjoy eaHng, not just food you feel you have to.  You will NOT sHck to your program if you 
do not actually enjoy it and like the taste of your food and the structure of your exercises. Specifics are 
not as important as experts will tell you.  

By following a simple outline like this one from the UK, which is very similar to ALL other basic nutriHonal 
recommendaHons, you can keep on track but as you can see there is A LOT of room to play. 
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Nutrition Is Like Gymnastics 
Anyone who has been in the acrobaHc industry knows that coaches can and oben do make training 
acrobaHcs sound like a complex series of VERY Specific motor movements. Many coaches will stress the 
fact that if everything is not done COMPLETELY Perfectly, imminent danger will present or that the 
athlete will never make it into the big leagues.  

On the surface this seems like it makes a lot of sense since GymnasHcs ‘Looks’ complicated.  We do not 
agree with this viewpoint. GymnasHcs is nothing more than taking a degree of rotaHon and then adding 
a new one to it in a steady Degree-By-Degree sort of way.  As long as you have a pathway to success to 
follow, you can coach yourself in gymnasHcs to the highest levels without too much fuss. It is more about 
persistence and enjoyment of going to the training, not individual specific exercises within the training. 
This is important to remember, because many high level coaches who consume newtonian physics for a 
living will someHmes forget that training is as simple as keeping a smile on an athletes face for a long 
enough period of Hme.  

Of course, in NutriHon, like gymnasHcs, there are many complex equaHons and specifics but that does 
not play a factor unHl you are in a High Performance state looking for milliseconds on your Time Of Flight 
or vault speed. So if you are simply looking to shed a few pounds before Beach Season or just feel 
unmoHvated to go to training please look at this program as a simplificaHon of all the complexiHes that 
many athletes live in surrounded by top professionals digging for minuscule-sized improvements. 
Instead, I want you to think about nutriHon in Big Broad Strokes.  

Yes you can get hyper-focused on specific Dietary Requirement Intakes (DRIs) and Bomb Calorimetry 
(measuring calorie expenditure) if you enjoy that research but please do not think you need any of that 
knowledge to start geTng on the path. Like a recreaHonal athlete just falling in love with gymnasHcs, I 
want you to help your customers feel the passion for a healthy living before they worry about the 
specifics. 

How Much Food Should You Eat Every Day? 
The truth is that it doesn’t ma$er how much you eat everyday. It’s more about balance over Hme. 
Everyone needs a ‘cheat’ day once and a while, as long as you burn off what you put in, you will mainHan 
a healthy weight.  The reality is that the body doesn’t really micro-manage you the way some people 
think it does. It looks for LONG-TERM behavioural pa$erns.  

One researcher out of Kansas State University lost 27lbs (12.2Kg) over a few months by eaHng nothing 
more than…wait for it…Twinkies! Yes the kids sugary snack food that have been long reports by 
nutriHonal experts as a totally “Unhealthy” food.  What is going on here?  

The simple answer to how much food you should eat everyday is:  
The amount of energy you use up in a day.  
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As seen in our Physiology resources, the human body is nothing more than an energy recycling plant. You 
take meats and veggies from the Earth, ingest them and then you make energy with that food by 
breaking down that food into ‘new food’ for the body that fuels your organs, including your brain and 
your muscles that literally enable you to do everything that you do.  

Like an energy plant, if you have a lot of EXTRA materials that you are not using, you have to store them 
somewhere before you can use them. Your body stores the extra energy that has not been converted 
into body movements (yet) as Fat (lipids). Someone who is overweight really just has extra stores of 
materials their body has not used up yet. That is not always a bad thing in cases of colder climates where 
individuals tend to have more excess energy that helps keep them warm. This leaves you with two basic 
opHons when looking to balance out your weight and your body: 

1) Eat Less Calories 
2) Move More 

There are a million ways to eat less calories and a million ways to move more as outlined in our 
biomechanics resources with the RotaHonal PossibiliHes FronHer (RPF). For a fun ‘out of the box’ 
example, if you were to focus on mental tasks such as Memory Match or any cogniHve mental exercise 
for prolonged periods of Hme, you WOULD BURN CALORIES. SomeHmes you can burn quite a lot; up to 
20% of your daily energy requirements go to your brain alone. Instead of an expensive treadmill, maybe 
just geTng a deck of cards and playing memory match with a few friends would be a cost effecHve and 
easier way to start burning more calories.  

Your weight is NOT about what you eat, but how much you eat compared to how much you move. It 
does NOT ma$er how you move as much as if you just move in the first place. So as a starHng point, do 
not get worried about DRIs and the ‘Perfect’ exercises…instead find a diet you enjoy and exercises that 
you enjoy that balance out the equaHon. If you do not enjoy your training, you will not do it, so 
enjoyment is more important than ‘THE’ perfect program. For this reason, You should be able to make 
your own program. 

‘A Happy Athlete Is A Good Athlete!’ 

How Many Calories Do You ‘ACTUALLY’ Burn During Exercise 
 
The graphic on the next page shows the true power of the Bounce Life Fitness Program! NoHce how 
acHve sports burn more calories than typical exercises? It is not just the fact that most sports use more 
muscles groups as a coordinated 3-D group compared to just running on a 2-Dimensional treadmill. It is 
the fact that acHve sports also engage the brain more than day dreaming as you keep checking your 
treadmill clock.  

Doing purposeful movements burns more calories than brain-dead specific exercises. We suggest that 
you look at your fitness program as an overall MoHvaHonal State rather than a means to an end. Give 
your customers a purpose with your program. 
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NoHce how the typically ‘non-purposeful’ gym exercise and running on a treadmill are at the bo$om of 
the list and everything that requires full a$enHon is higher on the list?  When construcHng your own 
personal program with The Bounce Life, create yourself some over arching goals that are more based on 
Skill AcquisiHon compared to BMI raHos or the dreadful numbers on a bathroom scale. Those metrics DO 
NOT MATTER when trying to get yourself into a Lifestyle change. They ONLY measure it when you are 
ALREADY in that new lifestyle. Do not put the ‘Cart Before The Horse.’ 

The Bounce Life Team will help you create a purposeful program that engages you by giving you the 
opportunity to create your own lifestyle goals…not just your specific Fitness goals. The fitness goals you 
set will come if you stay focused on your overall ‘Purpose.’ Create a purpose that your gym or park 
believes in and you would ideally also want to be involved in. 

How Much Should You ‘Actually’ Eat? 
There are a lot of studies that show that on average people will underesHmate their calorie intake with 
certain meals.  In the US, it is believed that an average adult female should consume approximately 
2,000 calories a day and an adult man should have slightly more at 2,500 a day.  The three men below 
show the basic resHng metabolic rate differences between sizes and weights.  

Medical research shows that a typical American eats on average 3,600 calories a day which is up 24% 
since the 1960’s. Most people underesHmate their calorie intake, so a good ‘Rule of Thumb’ would be to 
assume you are also underesHmaHng esHmaHng your calorie intake. Purposefully starving yourself is 
actually a scienHfic weight loss program and is called the “Ketogenic Diet” which usually consists of less 
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than 1,000 calories a day. Ketogenesis is the act of creaHng Keytones (an acid) in your body when there is 
not enough Glucose to turn into energy. Purposefully giving yourself a high fat diet with low carbs will 
put you into a ketogenic state and has shown drasHc weight loss in paHents. Ketogenic Diets are more 
extreme and fitness enthusiasts who have a 'Purpose’ shouldn’t have to cut back that much to get the 
results they are looking for.  
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The Truth About “After Burn” 
There is a lot of Hoopla about “Aber Burn” or more precisely Exercise Post Oxygen ConsumpHon (EPOC). 
Aber training the body is in ‘debt’ since the stored up energy was just burnt off and now the stores need 
to be replenished. During EPOC, the body is sHll breaking down proteins, going through the last few 
automaHc cycles of energy producHon and will use extra calories even when you are at rest.  Typically at 
rest you will naturally burn 1,500 - 1,700 calories by just siTng around as shown on the previous page. 
You can assume that you will burn an extra 7 - 15% more calories aber a workout and within a few hours 
your metabolic rate will be normal again but with potenHally a few hundred extra calories burnt off.  

If you have a low intensity workout, the Aber Burn will be closer to 6% (maybe not even) and if you have 
a high intensity workout you will be in the double digits. However, looking at the BIG PICTURE, you see 
that these ‘extra’ burned calories are sHll a very small part of the overall calorie equaHon. DO NOT ‘bank’ 
on Aber Burn or use it as an excuse to chow down on a burger right aber a workout. Aber Burn does not 
make enough of a difference in the BIG PICTURE. WanHng to work out for an extra hour doing a full body 
movement will burn a lot more than a few hundred calories. 

Many fitness professionals will tend to over-exaggerate the effect of Aber Burn because that is when 
they try to sell you post-workout nutriHonal package that tend to claim that it boosts EPOC. Some of 
them do of course, but a genuine love for moving your body will always be a be$er idea compared to 
using supplements. So please do not make that mistake and sHck to trying to make the actual workout 
filled with fun, moHvaHon and PURPOSE compared to calorie counHng aberwards.  

What Is A Calorie? 
The word “Calorie” is thrown around with nutriHon and fitness but not many people actually even know 
what a Calorie actually means. “Calor” is the LaHn root word for Calorie and means literally “to heat.” A 
calorie is actually the amount of energy required to heat up 1.0 gram of water within a ‘Bomb 
Calorimeter’ by just 1o. There have been Calorimeters that are so large that people can exercise inside 
the Vessel which is the size of a small room that measures heat expended from doing basic exercises or 
just siTng around not doing much and comparing the results. This is how many of those fancy graphs 
are made that show how cycling for so and so hours burns ‘X’ amount of calories. There are even body 
suits and face masks that accomplish the same thing and this is how MAJORITY of caloric dietary 
suggesHons are developed by scienHsts. 

So how many calories are in one pound (lbs) of fat? The answer is 3,500 calories. Since even one typical 
100g Banana is 89 calories, you have to watch how many bananas you eat since weight gain is mostly a 
mathemaHcal equaHon. On average, if you are looking to lose weight, the rule is to either exercise and 
burn off an extra 3,500 calories in a week OR to cut down your intake by 3,500 calories a week; or a 
combinaHon of the two, which is the most efficient and healthiest plan.  One pound per week is a 
healthy weight loss target. Remember though, you do burn 1,700 a day naturally without extra 
intervenHon but since you may underesHmate your intake you may want to keep an eye on the numbers. 
Remember. As we said a the start, it’s all about BALANCE….. a balanced lifestyle.  
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Conclusion 
What differenHates The Bounce Life from other fitness and nutriHonal programs? It is the fact that we 
are not pushing you to do one style of exercise that we deem to be The Best. I am not here telling you 
that gymnasHcs is the Best way to do exercise. I am NOT telling you that you have to have the most up to 
date metrics.  

We would like all of our Licensees and future fitness enthusiasts to realize is that a fitness program 
comes in so many shapes and sizes. Create a program you enjoy, not one prescribed from an expert who 
gets 6% be$er results than the next guy. That is not how you will make fitness and nutriHon a Lifestyle. 
That is just a compeHHon which gets boring fast unless you are really conscienHous and compeHHve in 
nature. For most people, creaHng a social dynamic in their training program is much more effecHve, as 
well as integraHng your current non-fitness goals with new fitness related goals first and foremost.  

The Bounce Life is a GymnasHcs based program, meaning that we do tailor our exercises to acrobaHc 
movements but with low impact. Since we are promoHng this program to gymnasHcs clubs, we believe it 
is easier to assume the parents and athletes in this program will have an easier Hme geTng familiar with 
an acrobaHc natured fitness program compared to something else.  

This DOES NOT mean we think this is the only way to present the exercises that you will see on our 
website. There are many ways to exercise the body and the brain so go out and explore and see what 
those opHons are before nailing yourself down to a program. You can also have several programs and 
switch back and forth at will as long as it is leading you down a path you like.  

The personal trainers, instructors and experts in our Fitness and NutriHonal program all have acrobaHc 
backgrounds but also can help you create brand new non-acrobaHc exercises you can do anywhere.  

Please look through our website and through our other resources llisted in this package for more 
detailed informaHon, as they go into much more detail about the science of how nutriHon and fitness 
actually affect the body. If there is one thing we would like you to take away from this Introductory 
package, it is this:  

Ge]ng Into A Fitness Program Can Be Easy And Fun, Don’t Just Focus On 
AnalyAcs! 
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